Apex Partners LLC
Electronic Health Record
Apex Partners LLC knows physicians,
their practices and their needs. Cerner
knows technology. That’s why Apex and
Cerner have teamed together to deliver
an unmatched EHR solution for
your practice.

process. This extraordinary
combination will facilitate healthcare
efficiency and the transformation
of medical practices throughout
the country.

Cerner Ambulatory
The Apex Partnership
As your billing and practice
management provider, Apex is
dedicated to the success of your
medical practice. Technology should
make your life easier — not more
complicated. Therefore, with the
industry being fueled by incentives for
Electronic Health Record (EHR)
adoption, we are pleased to present to
you Cerner’s robust, affordable and
proven Ambulatory EHR solution.
Clients are enjoying superior results
from the seamless integration between
Cerner’s EHR and the Apex billing
system with its unique claims follow-up

Cerner’s Ambulatory EHR is ONC-ATCB
2011/2012 certified and designed to
automate your practice and clinical
functions throughout the day with
seamless integration. The solution
helps you gain a more complete picture
of a patient’s needs, information that
helps ensure the best clinical outcome.
The solution is designed with the
following features to help you work
more efficiently:


Since Last Time offers a concise
picture of what’s new with a
patient since his or her last visit.



Structured and codified
documentation facilitates

At a Glance
Cerner’s intuitive Ambulatory EHR
pulls patient chart details right
into documentation eliminating
redundancies and saving you time.


Customizable on a per-user basis
for provider, nurse or staff



Clinical Summary screen
provides a one-stop shop for
pertinent patient information



Actionable summary screen
documents a patient diagnosis
on the fly
Physician Quality Reporting
System (PQRS) measures and
other submissions.


Clinical Summary screen allows
you to view pertinent patient
information, order and manage
medications and labs, and
document patient visits.
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Application Service Provider
(ASP) Model
With Cerner's industry-leading
Application Service Provider (ASP)
model, you can access solutions
anywhere via a high-speed Internet
connection. Cerner hosts your data at
a state-of-the-art data center and
provides all maintenance, upgrades,
support and training for your
solutions. Cerner is ranked #1 by
KLAS for its Application
Hosting service.

Integration Benefits
The integration of EHR data within the
billing process is not a simple one.
However without it, an EHR system
has the potential to create more work
for your practice while impeding the
billing process. Cerner Ambulatory is
fully integrated with our billing
system. The integration of patient
demographic, scheduling, and charge
data is critical to an efficient workflow
between your practice and Apex, thus
providing you immediate value and
maximized results.

Too important to stay the same
Cerner eliminates error, variance and
waste for health care providers and
consumers around the world.
Our solutions optimize processes for
organizations ranging from singledoctor practices to entire countries,
for the pharmaceutical and medical
device industries, and for the field as
a whole.
As we enter our fourth decade, we
remain focused on developing
innovations that will improve your
entire health experience. Health care
is too important to stay the same, so
we’re changing the way people:

Key Benefits


Increased efficiency and
access to information



Minimized up-front and
maintenance costs



Easy installation,
implementation and use



Receive EHR stimulus
incentives

■ Use and share information
■ Pay for health and care
■ Think about health
Join us as we work to make health
care all it should be for your physician
practice. For more information, please
call 800.927.1024, or visit us online at
www.cerner.com/physicianpractice,
Twitter.com/CernerPhysician and
Facebook.com/CernerAmbulatory.

Contact Tom Cully, CPA — our
President for a personal consultation
at 440-274-5000 x 102 or email
tcully@apexpar.com

Additional billing/EHR integration
benefits:


Direct access to medical records
eliminates the need for you to
pull, copy and send that data to
our office.



Significant reduction in the
processing time of claims pended
for medical records (i.e. workers
comp, pre-existing, etc.) resulting
in expedited reimbursements.



Access to operative reports and
office notes help maximize
payments for claims that are
underpaid or denied, and enable
you to file appeals and reviews
within an ever shrinking filing
time limit.

Our actionable clinical summary allows you to review, place orders and document the
visit all from a single screen.
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